Background--Increased blood pressure (BP) variability and nondipping status seen on 24-hour ambulatory BP monitoring are often observed in autonomic failure (ATF).
laboratories dedicated to performing these tests is limited, as they require properly trained personnel and specialized equipment. 7, 8 Previous studies using 24-hour ambulatory BP monitoring have demonstrated association between nondipping status and ATF. 9, 10 However, the sensitivity of nondipping status in predicting ATF is modest because it has been detected in only 20% to 30% of patients with ATF from diabetic autonomic neuropathy 11 or neurodegenerative disease. 12 Furthermore, nondipping status has also been observed in blacks 13 and with a variety of other conditions not related to ATF, including sleep apnea and chronic kidney disease. 14, 15 More recently, newer markers of BP variability (BPV) such as average real variability (ARV), 16, 17 variation independent of mean (VIM), 18, 19 and residual standard deviation (RSD) 20 after fast Fourier transformation have been introduced and proposed to predict cardiovascular events in the general population with or without cardiovascular diseases. Whether any of these new indices of BPV are useful in discriminating patients with ATF from patients who do not have ATF has not been determined. Therefore, we conducted a study to determine the usefulness of BPV indices derived from ambulatory BP monitoring (ABPM) including SD, coefficient of variation (CV), ARV, VIM, and RSD in detecting ATF. We also compared predictive values of these indices with abnormal nocturnal dipping in detecting autonomic failure.
Methods
The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author on reasonable request.
Study Design and Population
The Institutional Review Board of the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center approved this study. The requirement for informed consent was waived for this retrospective chart review study. Medical records of all new patients (n=660) referred to the Hypertension Specialty Clinic at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center from January 1, 2010 to September 30, 2017 were reviewed. Among these patients, a total of 314 patients underwent 24-hour ABPM for any clinical indications, including suspected autonomic failure, suspected white-coat hypertension, or history of dizziness or unexplained syncope. Patients with persistent arrhythmias, pregnancy, and suboptimal ambulatory BP monitoring with <20 daytime readings or <7 nighttime readings 21 were excluded from the study (n=41), leaving 273 patients for analysis. The overall study design is shown in Figure 1 . The full group (n=273) was divided into a discovery cohort (n=201) and a validation cohort (n=72). The discovery cohort consisted of 25 ATF patients and 176 controls, and the validation cohort consisted of 22 ATF patients and 50 controls. Assignment of ATF and control patients to discovery and validation cohorts was performed randomly. In order to ensure that severity of autonomic impairment was matched in both the discovery and validation cohorts, cases were categorized based on adrenergic scores from 1 to 4 (1 with the mildest and 4 with the most severe impairment as described in the Autonomic Function Testing section). Then, cases from each adrenergic score subset were assigned to each cohort in a random manner. This distribution was performed before calculation of BPV indices and without knowledge of BPV results.
Autonomic Function Testing
Tests used to assess autonomic function included the quantitative sudomotor axon reflex test, orthostatic BP and heart rate responses to tilt, heart rate response to deep breathing, the Valsalva ratio, and beat-to-beat BP responses to the Valsalva maneuver, tilt, and deep breathing as previously described. 22 Patients were encouraged to stop all antihypertensive drugs for 24 hours before the study. A 10-point composite autonomic scoring scale score is generated during formal autonomic function testing (AFT), as previously described. 22, 23 The composite autonomic scoring scale assigns 4 points to the adrenergic component and 3 points each for sudomotor and cardiovagal components. The component most pertinent to autonomic regulation of BP is the
Clinical Perspective
What Is New?
• In the patients referred for 24-hour ambulatory blood pressure (BP) monitoring, we found that increased variability of daytime BP, but not nocturnal BP, is associated with autonomic dysfunction.
• Among markers of daytime BP variability, SD of daytime systolic BP showed better diagnostic performance than average real variability, coefficient of variation, variation independent of mean, and residual SD after fast Fourier transformation of systolic and diastolic BP in detecting autonomic failure.
• SD of the daytime ambulatory systolic BP also showed superior diagnostic performance than nondipping status, a common BP phenotype in patients with autonomic failure.
What Are the Clinical Implications?
• SD of the daytime ambulatory systolic BP could be a useful and simple screening tool in patients with suspected autonomic failure, who are prone to have orthostatic hypotension or syncope when treated with usual antihypertensive medications such as diuretics.
adrenergic score, which was used to define patients with autonomic failure in our study. 22 Presence of an adrenergic score of at least 1 is required to confirm the diagnosis of autonomic failure in our study. The control group, which comprised 226 patients, included those who were either found to have a normal adrenergic score of 0 (n=15) by AFT or who were not suspected of having autonomic dysfunction and did not undergo AFT (n=211).
Ambulatory BP Monitoring
ABPM was conducted using Spacelabs model 90207 or 90227 monitors (Spacelabs, Snoqualmie, WA). Daytime was defined as 0700 to 2159 hours, and nighttime was defined as 2200 to 0659 hours. Measurements were obtained every 20 minutes during the day and every 30 minutes at night. To be consistent with guidelines, 21 only patients with at least 20 daytime readings and 7 nighttime readings were included in the analysis. Nocturnal dipping was calculated using average daytime and nighttime systolic BP (SBP) readings of each patient on 24-hour ABPM. Nondipping status included both blunted nocturnal dipping (defined as <10% reduction in mean nighttime BP compared with mean daytime BP) and reverse dipping (defined as higher mean nighttime BP compared with mean daytime BP).
Study Variables
For all patients included in the study, variables were collected using the electronic medical record. These variables included age, sex, ethnicity, body mass index, history of diabetes mellitus, history of stroke, history of cardiovascular disease (including coronary artery disease or carotid disease), history of smoking, history of alcohol use, history of arrhythmias, history of obstructive sleep apnea, history of neurological conditions predisposing to ATF, antihypertensive medications, Parkinson medication, cholesterol levels, serum creatinine, estimated glomerular filtration rate, and clinic BP. All continuous variables are represented in meanAESD. All categorical variables are expressed in numbers (n) and percentage (%).
Nocturnal BP dipping and all indices of BPV, including SD, VIM, 18 ARV, 24 CV, and residual SD after fast Fourier transformation, 25 were calculated from 24-hour ABPM for both cohorts (Data S1).
Statistical Analyses
Categorical variables in both discovery and validation cohorts were compared using the Fisher exact test, and continuous variables were compared using unpaired t test. All P-values were 2-tailed and were not adjusted for multiple testing, with 95% confidence intervals used. A P<0.05 was considered statistically significant. To evaluate the predictive value of BP variability for ATF, we developed a series of logistic regression models in the discovery cohort, incorporating different BPV indices in the presence or absence of clinical factors associated with autonomic dysfunction, including age, sex, history of Parkinson disease, smoking, history of cardiovascular diseases, use of BP medications, and dopaminergic agonists. Additional sensitivity analysis was performed in which we incorporated mean 24-hour, daytime and nighttime ambulatory BP in the models. Subsequently, we assessed the diagnostic performance of nocturnal BP dipping and BPV indices in discriminating the presence of ATF using a receiver operator characteristic curve in the validation cohort. A Bayes factor 26 was used to assess the significance of the difference between areas under receiver operator characteristic (AUROC) curves in the validation cohort. The Bayes factor was calculated on 5000 bootstrap samples, for each of which the scoring metric (area under the curve) was used to evaluate the performances of the competing models. Based on bootstrap samples, the number of times model A outperforms model B is divided by the number of times model B outperforms model A, which forms the Bayes factor. We used an unbiased prior, and a Bayes factor of 3 is considered a significant cutoff. 26 The optimal cutoff point derived from the threshold leading to the maximum summation of sensitivity and specificity was determined, using the Youden Index. 27 We also carried out several analyses to confirm the validity of the BP variability measurements. First, because AFT was conducted only in a proportion of control subjects, we performed additional analysis to compare daytime SD (SD-day) of SBP of all ATF patients (n=47) versus controls (n=15) who had undergone AFT to confirm their phenotypes. To address reproducibility of BPV indices within the same patients, we assessed intraclass correlation of BPV indices within the same subjects from 2 consecutive days in a subgroup of ATF patients in whom ABPM was conducted for more than 48 hours (n=19 in the discovery cohort; n=13 in the validation cohort). All statistical analyses were performed using R studio software (R Foundation, Vienna, Austria) version 3.4.2.
Results

Baseline Characteristics and Variability of BP Measurements
Baseline characteristics of the discovery cohort are shown in Table 1 . Patients with ATF were significantly older, more likely to be male, and had a higher prevalence of smoking, coronary artery disease, carotid disease, and Parkinson disease than controls. There was no significant difference in the prevalence of diabetes mellitus, history of stroke, or elevated serum creatinine between the 2 groups. ATF patients were more likely to use dopaminergic agonists, less likely to use diuretics, but more likely to use b-blockers than the control group. The ATF group had higher mean nighttime and 24-hour SBP but lower office seated and standing diastolic BP (DBP) than the control group. ATF patients displayed blunted nocturnal BP dipping and had higher prevalence of reverse nocturnal dipping than the control group. As expected, ATF patients had higher composite autonomic scoring scale scores, adrenergic scores, and pressure recovery time, but a lower heart rate response to deep breathing and Valsalva heart rate ratio than the control group (Table S1) . SD-day, CV-day, and VIM-day in the discovery cohort were significantly higher in the ATF group compared with the control group (Table 2) . Residual SD of SBP after Fourier transformation was also significantly higher in the ATF group than the control group. However, ARV-day and all of 24-hour and nighttime BPV indices were not significantly different between the cases and the controls of the discovery cohort ( Table 2 ). The differences between SD-day, CV-day, and VIMday of SBP between cases and controls were still observed after adjustments using a multivariable model including age, sex, history of Parkinson disease, smoking, and history of cardiovascular diseases (coronary artery disease or carotid disease) and blood pressure medications in models 1 and 2.
With addition of Parkinson medications in model 3, the trend was maintained, although these differences did not reach significance at the level of 0.05. The RSD of SBP was no longer significant within the discovery cohort after multivariable adjustment ( Table 2 ). Addition of mean ambulatory blood pressure to the above models did not affect the results (Table S2) . Baseline characteristics of subjects in the ATF group and the control group of the validation cohort are shown in Table S3 . Similar to the discovery cohort, we found that SDday, CV-day, and VIM-day were significantly higher in the ATF group than the control group (20AE8 versus 13AE5, 0.15AE0.06 versus 0.10AE0.03, and 1.40AE0.60 versus 0.93AE 0.34 mm Hg, all P<0.001; Figure 2 and Table S4 ). In addition, SD-24, SD-night, ARV-24, ARV-night, ARV-day, CV-24, CV-day, CV-night, VIM-24, VIM-day, and RSD of SBP were significantly higher in the ATF than the control groups in the validation cohort (Table S4 ).
Predictive Modeling of ATF Incorporating BP Variability
The predictions were made in the validation cohort, and the ROC curves were generated for BPV indices of daytime SBP to compare their diagnostic performance with nocturnal BP dipping in predicting ATF. AUROC of SD-day, CV-day, VIMday, and residual SD were 0.79 (confidence interval 0.66-0.91), 0.77 (0.63-0.89), 0S.77 (0.63-0.89), 0.79 (0.65-0.90), respectively, and were superior to AUROC of nocturnal dipping of 0.73 (0.58-0.87) (Figure 3 ). Based on Bayes factor analysis, we found that the SD-day, CV-day, VIM-day, and RSD of SBP were superior to nocturnal dipping in predicting ATF (Table 3) . SD-day was also superior to CV-day and VIMday but not significantly different from RSD in predicting ATF (Table 3) .
Because reverse dipping and nondipping were also more common in patients with ATF, we compared the diagnostic performance of reverse dipping and nondipping with SD-day of SBP. The AUROC of SD-day SBP remains higher than those To determine the incremental value of SD-day SBP to clinical risk factors associated with ATF, we calculated the impact of adding SD-day SBP to risk factors on the cstatistic. Clinical risk factors found to be significantly different between ATF and controls in the discovery cohort including age, sex, smoking, history of coronary artery disease or carotid disease and Parkinson disease (Table 1) are incorporated in the model. We found that the addition of SD-day SBP to the prediction model that included clinical risk factors, which were derived from the discovery cohort and applied to generate AUROC in the validation cohort, improved AUROC from 0.67 (0.54-0.78) to 0.72 (0.58-0.84). We also found that the Bayes factor comparing SD-day SBP plus clinical risk factors with clinical risk factors alone to be highly significant at 69.4.
Using the Youden Index, 27 we derived optimum cutoffs for each BPV index from the discovery cohort and applied those to calculate sensitivity and specificity in the validation cohort ( Table 4 ). The SD-day threshold SBP of 16 mm Hg (which is identified as the optimal cutoff point) yielded a sensitivity of 77% and specificity of 82% in detecting ATF in the validation cohort. Nondipping status had a sensitivity of 80% and specificity of 44%, whereas reverse dipping had a sensitivity of 50% and a specificity of 90% in the validation cohort. (Table 4) .
Robustness of BP Variability Measurements
Additional analysis comparing SD-day SBP in a subset of ATF patients (n=47) versus controls (n=15) who had undergone AFT showed the same results as the main analysis. SD-day SBP remained significantly higher in the ATF patients compared with the control group ( Figure S2 ). BP indicates blood pressure; BPV, BP variability; CV-day, daytime coefficient of variation; SBP, systolic BP; SD-day, SD of daytime SBP; VIM-day, daytime variation independent of mean.
To address reproducibility of BPV indices, we compared day-to-day variation in a subgroup of ATF patients in whom ABPM was conducted for more than 48 hours (n=19 in the discovery cohort; n=13 in the validation cohort). We found Pearson and intraclass correlation of the SD-day SBP between 2 consecutive days in the ATF patients to be >80% in both cohorts (Tables S5 and S6, respectively) .
As an additional analysis we also combined both cohorts in view of the limited number of cases to look at the BPV indices and AUROC derived from that combined cohort. The results derived from that analysis are shown in Tables S7 through S10. AUROC of SD-day SBP was found to be the best BPV index to detect ATF in the combined cohort as well.
Discussion
There are 3 major findings in this study. First, increased daytime variability of SBP, as evidenced by 24-hour ABPM, is independently associated with ATF. Second, SD of daytime SBP is superior to other indices of short-term BP variability, including residual standard variation, average real variability, variation independent of mean, and coefficient of variation in detecting ATF. Third, the diagnostic performance of SD-day SBP is superior to nondipping or reverse dipping in predicting autonomic failure.
Increased variability of BP, characterized by both supine hypertension and orthostatic hypotension, is a hallmark of ATF. [28] [29] [30] [31] Earlier studies using invasive intra-arterial BP measurement have revealed increased variability of BP, particularly SBP, in a small number of patients with ATF. 29, 30 Previous epidemiological studies have shown the mean SD-day SBP to be between 13.6 and 14.9 mm Hg in the general population and in patients with essential hypertension, 32, 33 which is the range observed in the control group of both discovery and validation cohorts in our study. The mean SD-day SBP of our ATF patients was 18 to 20 mm Hg in both discovery and validation cohorts, which is the range reported to be in the fifth quintile of the population in 1 study. 33 Although many normotensive and hypertensive individuals without ATF are expected to have SD-day SBP above 16 mm Hg, we believe that the cutoff of 16 mm Hg allows us to identify patients who display more labile BP during the day and in whom additional testing is warranted to confirm the presence of ATF. This is particularly important because ATF patients are at increased risk of syncope and fall when treated with usual antihypertensive medications. Our study represents the first to demonstrate the superiority of daytime SD of SBP over nighttime or 24-hour SD of either SBP or DBP in predicting ATF when compared with the control group. The results were consistent in both discovery and validation cohorts, which further supports the validity of these findings. This is likely a reflection of variation in BP induced by both orthostatic changes in BP coupled with postprandial hypotension, which is commonly encountered more during the daytime than during nighttime or sleep. Similarly, SD-day of SBP was also found to be superior to ARV, CV, and RSD in detecting ATF. Previous studies have suggested a potential advantage of ARV over SD in capturing short-term BP fluctuation by accounting for the order of blood pressure readings. 17 VIM has a potential advantage over SD in terms of assessing BPV that is independent of the mean level of BP, 18 whereas RSD allows assessment of SD of BP after removal of both circadian rhythm and postprandial changes. 25 Epidemiological studies in populations without autonomic failure have indicated that ARV, VIM, and RSD predict cardiovascular outcomes and subsequent decline in cognitive function, which is independent of mean BP in some 18, 20 but not all studies. 17 Despite potential advantages of these markers over SD in detecting some aspects of BPV, SD-day turned out to be the most useful in detecting ATF. The increased susceptibility of SD to outliers or extreme BP values may render this index more suitable for ATF screening. Because SD is simpler to calculate than ARV, VIM, and RSD, we believe that our study introduces a practical clinical marker that can be readily adopted in the clinical setting. Cutpoints for SD-day, CV-day, VIM-day, and Residual SD, obtained from the Youden Index in the discovery cohort. BP indicates blood pressure; BPV, BP variability; CV-day, coefficient of variation of daytime SBP; NPV, negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value; SBP, systolic BP; SD-day, standard deviation of daytime SBP; VIM-day, variation independent of mean.
We did not find the indices of BPV of DBP to be significantly different in the ATF patients compared with controls. The precise mechanism underlying this observation is not known, but our study results are consistent with previous studies using invasive BP measurement over 24 hours. 29, 30 Generally, the magnitude of changes in SBP is greater than changes in DBP during gravitational stress. 34 A recent study in patients with history of orthostatic intolerance showed that an abnormal fall in SBP by at least 20 mm Hg was observed in 90% of patients during tilt-table testing, whereas only 55% of patients demonstrated a fall in DBP by more than 10 mm Hg. 34 Furthermore, the use of an oscillometric BP measurement technique during ABPM was likely to have limited precision in detecting smaller variation in DBP in the ATF patients in our study. Our study is limited by the small number of autonomic failure cases, which primarily reflects the low prevalence of the disease. The retrospective design of our study may be subjected to selection bias. Nevertheless, the study results were replicated in the validation cohort. The lack of a patient diary also limits an accurate assessment of sleep time, wakeup time, and mealtime BP measurements in all patients because many patients forgot to return or fill out their diary at the time of ABPM. However, our study results are pertinent to a real-world situation in which most patients' diary information is not available and access to a formal autonomic function laboratory is limited.
Despite these limitations, our study results have clinical implications in the detection of autonomic failure. Autonomic function testing is available only in a limited number of tertiary care centers with dedicated laboratories and specially trained clinicians. On the other hand, ABPM is more widely available and endorsed by many organizations [1] [2] [3] 35 to ascertain an individual's usual level of BP outside the clinic setting. Because our population consists of patients in whom ABPM was obtained to determine BP status accurately as a part of routine clinical practice, we believe that the results of our BPV analysis are applicable to most ABPM obtained for a clinical indication and support the use of SD-day SBP as a simple screening tool for autonomic failure. However, future prospective studies are needed to confirm the role of SD-day SBP and other BPV markers to detect autonomic failure.
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL Data S1
Supplemental Methods
Indices of Blood Pressure Variability Standard deviation (SD)
Standard deviation is is calculated using the following formula. 
Variation independent of mean (VIM)
Blood pressure variability is often positively correlated with mean blood pressure level. A measure of variability which is independent of mean level could be a useful tool. VIM is one such index which is derived from SD and is defined as not to correlate with the mean BP levels [4] [5] [6] . It is calculated using a fitting curve through a plot of SD (y-axis) against mean BP (x-axis), for all individuals in the cohort. To be more specific, the regression is performed as ln(SD) = j + p*ln(mean X), and the parameters "j" and "p" are estimated from this regression analysis. With the estimated parameters, VIM is calculated as: Blood pressure variability (BPV) indices compared between two consecutive days in the discovery and validation cases. 19 patients in the discovery and 13 patients in the validation cohort had 48 or more hours of ABPM data.
No differences in means of BPV were seen between the two days. ICC=Intra-class correlation coefficient. 
